INSOLVENCY AND BANKRUPTCY BOARD OF INDIA

PRESS RELEASE

13th October, 2017

Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India announces essay competition for students of higher education through Institutes of Learning.

1. The Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India (IBBI), in its endeavour to create awareness about the insolvency and bankruptcy regime amongst the students of higher education, wishes to promote essay competitions through Institutes of Learning.

2. Students of graduation and post-graduation courses of any discipline at Universities, Deemed Universities and Professional Institutes (Institute of Charted Accountants of India, Institute of Cost Accountants of India and Institute of Company Secretaries of India) in India can participate in this competition.

3. The IBBI shall, through the Institute of Learning, issue a certificate of participation to all participants in the essay competition, a cash prize of Rs.10,000 to the student who has written the best essay, and a cash prize of Rs.5,000 to the student who has written the second best essay.

4. The Institutes of Learning which wish to organise the essay competition may refer to the Guidelines available on the IBBI website at www.ibbi.gov.in > Legal Framework > Guidelines.